EDITORIAL
Lecturing in Cosmetic Surgery I have been impressed by the professionalism of the speakers at cosmetic surgical meetings who have unstintingly given of their time, with or without recompense; leaving their practice for days at a time, preparing lectures and slides, taking their spare moments to answer questions or enter discussions between lectures, participating in panels for off-thecuff discussions and comments. Few of us realize that to be a good lecturer, effort must be expended in producing an organized and productive talk. The speaker must know the subject thoroughly and have enough experience to be able to respond to questions. He or she must have clarity of speech, readable slides, and the capability of keeping the audience interested. The speaker must withstand criticism with alacrity. Demeanor must attract so that the audience feels compelled to listen.
It is not always the older, distinguished lecturer, but more frequently, the younger, somewhat brash, enthusiastic lecturer who can portray the attributes necessary to interest and hold the attention of the audience. Is this an inborn ability, or can it be acquired? First, the lecturer must know the subject and ancillary techniques thoroughly. Second, the lecturer should be relaxed and speak at a rate that allows the material to be digested by the audience-not too fast, yet not too slow. Third, the projected slides should not be confusing and should neverconsist of more than eight lines. Graphs must be simplified and easily legible. Fourth, all sources of references must be adequately annotated so that the paper or book may be easily located.
To be a polished speaker, the lecturer should vocally practice so that the speech appears spontaneous and doesn't run over the allotted time. Reading word-for-word from a prepared paper requires polish from repetition in practice. Variations in inflection allow important statements to be recognized and assimilated by the audience. There is nothing more boring than a monotone voice which lacks enthusiasm and obviously lacks practice.
Slides should be limited to the topic and its subheadings. An audience reading a slide containing all the information to be imparted loses the attention to the speaker. It is better to use a written abstract placed in the hands of the audience prior to the talk so that voluminous notes are not necessary and the information can be kept in a readable fashion for future references.
Photographs of patients should be clear. It is useless to use pictures that are too dark or too bright with glare so that the area being described cannot be seen. Before-and-after photos must be presented in comparable scale so that proper comparisons can be made. Always mark slides, usually the upper-right corner, so that they may be placed in the carousel quickly and correctly. Check the projected slide so that any writing on the picture is properly oriented. Upside-down slides waste time and may be irritating to the audience. It is the speaker's fault when there is improper 8S orientation of a slide, and this should have been checked prior to the lecture.
The speaker looking at the slide while talking must make sure that the microphone is in proper position so that when the lecturer turns his/her head, the speech can still be clearly heard. Stay close enough to the microphone at all times so that the voice does not fade in and out during the lecture.
Prior to starting any lecture, the laser pointer and the projector button must be identified and within easy reach. Once the talk has begun, pushing the wrong button forward or reverse, or searching for the pointer distracts the audience.
The presentation of a paper is not an off-the-cuff rambling talk. The material should be to the point without extraneous material. It is essential to stay within the time frame allotted to the lecture, so that the next speaker must not wait an indeterminate time to start his own talk. Each lecturer deserves that simple consideration. Some individuals in the audience may choose to hear a certain paper and avoid others of less interest to them, and may enter the lecture hall expecting the talk to be given at a specific time. It is simple courtesy to give the audience what they expect.
In conclusion, as a lecturer, be well-prepared, speak clearly, emphasize the important aspects, and present easily readable slides. Be interested in your subject so that the audience will also be interested. Respect other speakers and their right to be heard in a timely fashion. Prepare written material for the audience when possible.
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